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WHAT IS A BAD BANK?

▪A government-funded agency designed to buy all the bad loans of banks

▪When a bank is sitting on mountainous non-performing loans (NPLs), provisions eat
into its capital base, slow recoveries hamper its lending and the resulting losses erode
depositor confidence

▪Governments often propose the setting up of a bad bank to buy out all toxic loans
from banks.

▪This helps banks get on with business as usual, while the bad bank grapples with
recovering the loans or realising cash from selling the underlying assets.



BACKGROUND

▪NPAs is giving nightmares to policymakers and PSBs

▪One of the proposed solutions was the formation of a “Bad Bank”

▪Bad Bank – A larger Asset Restructuring Company

▪Supporters point to the success of Troubled Asset Relief Program, an aftermath of
Lehman Bothers crash in 2008

▪In India it was first mentioned in Economic survey of India 2016-17 as Public Sector
Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA)



WHY ?

▪In 2017, government was looking at solution to deal with 9 trillion toxic assets in system



MECHANISM OF AN ARC



WHY A BAD BANK?

▪The major benefit is Asset Monetisation

▪It would allow lenders to start afresh, thus boosting credit growth amid an economic
revival

▪Experts also say that a bad bank can provide a parallel mechanism with the IBC,
addressing existing gaps

▪Assets having future demand-supply issue face liquidation under the IBC but this
problem can be solved under the bad bank.

▪Many lenders are also concerned over huge haircuts they have to endure after a
resolution through the IBC, and they think the bad bank can be a better solution.



WHY NOT A BAD BANK?

▪Evolution of ARCs and challenges that lie ahead makes it evident that entity on
similar lines can achieve little

▪Lack of consensus on the ‘right’ price for sale of bad loans and capital constraints will
still remain an issue

▪The fund requirement would be massive

▪Government is not keen on diverting more of taxpayers' money towards the cause



THE WAY FORWARD

▪5-Stage Project Sashakt agreed upon in July, 2018

▪Bad loans of up to ₹50 crore will be managed at the bank level, with a deadline of
90 days.

▪For bad loans of ₹50-500 crore, banks will enter an inter-creditor agreement,
authorizing the lead bank to implement a resolution plan in 180 days, or refer the
asset to NCLT.

▪For loans above ₹500 crore, the panel recommended an independent AMC,
supported by institutional funding through the AIF.
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